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RERaku
DamagE aP moDE RC ammo avaIl CoST

Izom aPhRoDITE 5P — BF/FA 1 (2) 40(c) 8F 1,600¥

gEnaDE launChER GrenAde — SS — 1(m)

ulTImax 68 6P –1 SA/BF/FA (1) 35(c) 9r 1,100¥

Izom SS-374 7P –1 SA 1 4(m) 3r 850¥

Izom CSm-419 7P –1 SA — 10(c) 4r 1,700¥

Izom PhP-131 5P –1 SA — 9(c) 11F 650¥

TERRaCoTTa PuP 4P — SS — 5(c) 4r/6F 550/750¥

TERRaCoTTa aRmS am-47 9P –3 SA 1 (3) 18(c) 14F 8,250¥

TERRaCoTTa aRmS moRDRED 5P — BF/FA –2 20(c) 7r 950¥

ulTImax 83 6P — FA — 32(c) 6r 650¥

ulTImax 47 7P –1 SA/BF — 20(c) 6r 3,350¥

Izom PhP-49B 5P –1 SA - 12(c) 5r 300¥

TERRaCoTTa aRmS CaRavan 8P –1 SA 1 10(c) 7r 950¥

Izom RP-71 4P — BF/FA –1 25(c) 7r 600¥

ShIawaSE
DamagE aP moDE RC ammo avaIl CoST

nEmESIS aRmS PRaEToRIan 5P –1 SA 1 12(c) 7r 500¥

mElEE (STr/2+1)P —

nEmESIS aRmS SPRaTlEy STalwaRT 5P — BF/FA 1 (2) 40(c) 16F 2,300¥

ShIawaSE aRmamEnTS TyPE k2072 4P — SA 3(m) 3r 475¥

ShIawaSE aRmS CoPERnICuS 5P –1 SA - 14(c) 5r 700¥

CaRP hunTER 7P –1 SA 1 8(c) 4r 970¥

ShIawaSE aRmS TaCTICal moDEl 73 5P — SA/BF/FA 3 100(c) 12F 2,750¥

ShIawaSE aRmS RIoT guaRD 7P –1 SA/BF (1) 15(c) 10r 2,300¥

ShIawaSE aRmS TaCTICal moDEl 69 9P –3 SA (2) 10(m) 18F 14,500¥

ShIawaSE aRmS TaCTICal moDEl 71 5P — BF/FA 1 (3) 25(c) 16F 4,750¥

ShIawaSE PolICE RESPonSE 7P –3 SA 1 20(c) 12F 6,100¥

ShIawaSE aRmS hEaRTh PRoTECToR 4P — SA — 7(c) 3r 550¥

ShIawaSE aRmS lIghT TaCTICal 4P — SA 1 16(c) 7r 1,050¥

ShIawaSE aRmS hEavy TaCTICal 7P –2 SA — 12(c) 17r 2,800¥

ShIawaSE aRmS TSunamI 7P –1 SA — 7(m) 4r 500¥
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JackPoint Stats___

MilSpec Tech 2

19 users currently active
in the network

Latest News
Knight Errant and Ares are upping 
their game again. All of you who 
prefer to do your biz in the meat 
and chrome have been warned. 
— FastJack

Personal Alerts
* You have 5 new private messages.
* You have 3 new responses to your 
JackPoint posts.
* Knight Errant has issued a warrant 
for the arrest of alias Delta 3.

First Degree
Two members are online and  
in your area.

Your Current Rep Score: 106  
(49% Positive)

Current Time: 27 July 2074, 1439 hrs

Posts/Files tagged with 
“MilSpecTech 2”:

* XM-E3
* TAN DEM
* A70
* Blood Scythe
* A-74 MK 2
[More]

Welcome back to JackPoint, chummer; your 
last connection was severed:  
2 days, 23 hours ago.

Today’s Heads Up
* Glitch did it again. Here are the new 

entries for Ares’ 2074 Security Catalog. 
I cut out the repeats, as bandwidth seems 
a little low lately, and besides, who has time 
to look at reruns?—FastJack

Incoming
* In the Awakened world, even the flowers have enough power to be reckoned with. [Tag: Parabotany]
* Think spellslingers are meeting together and plotting stuff? You’re right. [Tag: Magical Societies]
* Well the last one was popular, and guns make the world go round. [Tag: Gun Haven 2]
* Because sometimes “it starts” is the only quality you need in a car. [Tag: Used Car Lot]

Top News Items
* Knight Errant has deployed an additional three Seeker teams to monitor the borders along the Redmond Barrens in 

an attempt to stop drug traffickers. A spokesman from the governor’s office applauds the move as a positive way 
to reduce the flow of narcotics to the streets. Link

* The membership of the Seattle Green Party has been released on the Matrix by parties unknown. All 3,461 financial 
contributors are identified by name, SIN, and account number. In an unrelated story, 3,395 layoffs are announced by 
a number of local firms. Link

* Former CAS Congressional Representative Lance Jennings was arrested by Renraku while attending a job interview. 
The corporation has not responded to requests for further information. Link

* Five Polish nationals are added to the UCAS Terrorist Watch list after a diplomatic request. Civil liberty organizations 
are requesting further clarification. Link

Connecting Jackpoint VPN …
… Matrix Access ID Spoofed.
… Encryption Keys Generated.
… Connected to Onion Routers.
> Login
****************************
> Enter Passcode
****************************
… Biometric Scan Confirmed.
Connected to <ERROR: NODE UNKNOWN>

“Wisdom seldom leads to violence. Thankfully there are few truly wise people.”
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aRES aRmS SalES—1Q 2074 SPECIal oRDER CaTalog
Disclaimer: This file is the property of Ares Arms. The unau-

thorized use, download, discussion, or printing of this document 
is strictly prohibited (IAW A AL 17.2). If you are not authorized 
to access this document, please report the security breach to your 
supervisor. Appropriate measures will be taken.

> We all know how dangerous the streets can be, and a few of us know about 
the battlefields. If you’re going to be running anywhere near a hotspot, these 
are the latest toys Mr. Knight has come up with. Remember to thank Glitch 
if you have the chance—the intel here might just save your hoop.

> FastJack

> All together now, “Thanks, Glitch.”
> Slamm-0!

> Nice to know you finally learned some manners.
> Bull

Welcome to the Special Order Catalog! Ares Arms takes pride 
in meeting the desires of our customers with the most effective 
means available. Your Customer Relations Supervisor will provide 
you with an analysis of your current defensive capability and a 
customized plan to develop your capabilities to the next level. As 
always, the Security for Tomorrow™ white papers are at your 
disposal along with field representatives to provide personalized 
answers to your questions. We believe an informed customer is a 
long-term customer.

> Has anyone actually seen one of these white papers? And why do they call 
them white papers if they’re all electronic?

> /dev/grrl

> You should be able to find them on your own. You just have to hack your 
way into the Ares Arms Nexus or onto the commlink of nearly any tin-pot 
dictator on the planet.

> Kane

> So you haven’t seen one either.
> /dev/grrl

The Ares Arms Quality Control Department ensures every 
piece of pre-owned certified merchandise passes a four-hundred-
point inspection prior to shipment and provides a full year guar-
antee on parts and labor. Unfortunately, due to the heavy use these 
systems undergo, we can no longer cover damages related to user 
enthusiasm. If the purchaser also selects the Ares Maintenance 
Support Program, however, we will gladly cover such incidents 
under that contract. Please remember to ask your Customer 
Relations Supervisor about this and our other logistic-support 
programs. Ares always works to ensure our customers sleep easier 
knowing their security is our priority.

> Do we have to read all of it? You cleaned it up last time. If I wanted to read 
corporate double-speak al day, I’d stay in school.

> /dev/grrl

> You should stay in school, but that’s a different conversation. I deleted the 
rest of the pre-sales stuff so Slamm-0! wouldn’t fall asleep again.

> Netcat
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4 Xm-e3

Xm-e3
Ares is proud to offer a new long-range drone intended for 

automated-strike packages. This third-generation platform is capable of 
complex extended operations and has been fabricated in the most cost-
effective manner possible to allow the purchaser to easily purchase this 
expendable asset in bulk. The XM-E3 is primarily designed to engage 
aircraft and drones, allowing strike packages to reach their targets 
safely. The autopilot program will even place itself between recognized 
threats and its charge, taking rounds intended for the escorted vehicle 
if that is the only way to ensure its survival. The drone is launched from 
Vertical Launch Systems or dedicated artillery rocket launchers and is 
not intended to be recovered.

The XM-E3 is equipped with two internal weapon mounts, 
normally fitted with White Knight machineguns. This recommended 
armament selection can be easily changed by the purchaser and is 
sold separately for your convenience. If the purchaser desires, your 
Customer Relations Supervisor can provide a list of factory-installed 
weapons that fit, along with a cost-benefit analysis of each one. The 
drone also features a limited stealth airframe to allow it to escort stra-
tegic assets without compromising the mission.

Std. Upgrades/Accessories: Improved Economy, Signature 
Masking (Rating 1), 2 Weapon Mounts (internal, flexible, remote)

xm-E3 (laRgE DRonE)
hanDl aCCEl SPD PIloT BoDy aRm SEnS avaIl CoST

+2 25/100 600 5 4 4 5 12F 24,000¥

> This is a toy for the big boys to play with. I have yet to see a mercenary unit use 
one, since the single-use nature of the drone is counter to the cost-effective 
nature most mercs prefer.

> Picador

> Looking into some of the specs and the more easily found technical papers, it 
appears to be designed to use cheaper materials to keep costs down. Getting 
as many repeat sales as possible lets Ares keep the price low enough so that 
customers will buy lots of them, which in turn funds research into the E4.

> Beaker

> It might function well as an escort or as a tool for a surprise strike, but watching 
a trid of Lone Star trying to use them to stop a t-bird was amusing. It is interest-
ing the Star equipped them with one anti-tank missile and a LMG each, though.

> Rigger X

> Ares offers an alternative radar-signature sculpt if you want to pay extra for it. 
Apparently it is designed to mimic the Arbalest, so you can add a deception plan 
to your drone strike.

> Red Anya

MilSpec Tech 2
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5TAn dem

TAn dem
The TAN DEM drone is a perfect fit for those organizations that 

require a large presence on the ground and are unable or unwilling to 
put flesh-and-blood troops in harm’s way. The TAM DEM was also 
designed to fulfill the need for patrol forces that could navigate toxic 
environments without health concerns and minimize the employer’s 
vulnerability to human resource-related security compromises. Ares 
provides frequent software updates as part of the limited warrantee 
provided with the purchase of these drones. As a testament to their 
utility, Knight Errant has selected the TAN DEM to patrol near reac-
tors and other high radiation areas to reduce terrorist infiltration of 
these critical facilities through contaminated zones. 

The ability of a designated operator to directly control the drone 
minimizes the possibility of “friendly-fire” incidents and allows them 
to be used in operations that require heightened situation awareness. 
The anthroform body also allows the purchaser to equip the unit with 
nearly any desired small arm.

Std. Upgrades/Accessories: Clearsight Autosoft 1, Targeting 
Autosoft 2, Weapon Mount (external, flexible, remote)

Tan DEm (mEDIum DRonE)
hanDl aCCEl SPD PIloT BoDy aRm SEnS avaIl CoST

+3 5/10 30 2 3 2 3 16F 5,900¥

> I love the term “human resource-related security compromises.” That’s a nice 
way of referring to bribes or attempts to hold the guard’s family hostage. And 
that’s something you can’t ever entirely get rid of. If your force is all drones, you 
just need to get to the rigger to control the whole security force.

> Kane

> Depending on the nature of the nodes and the procedures that are set up, getting 
to one rigger might buy you a little time, but his time-share pal or a spider can still 
activate those ugly little scripts that you can’t stop without smashing the drone.

> Snopes

> This isn’t much of a combat drone, the Hachiman and Steel Lynx are much 
better packages, even if they cost more.

> Clockwork

> Security, not combat; admittedly I’m sure the “Customer Relations Supervisor” 
talks up their combat ability if the buyer is unwise enough to believe it. You just 
have to look at the ballistic plastic it uses for armor to realize it’s more of a 
walking tripwire than a real deterrent.

> Fianchetto

> It might not be top of the line, but equipping this with an LMG and ordering 
it to provide suppressing fire until the rapid deployment force arrives is pretty 
effective. The key is not being seen.

> Mika
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6 A70

A70
The A70 is intended to provide law enforcement and small tacti-

cal teams the means to win the information game. Its small tracked 
design can navigate a wide variety of terrain with minimal difficulty 
or loss of speed while its extra battery pack allows it to maintain 
prolonged deployment or cover entire blocks of urban terrain in a 
preprogrammed patrol sequence. 

The A70 features an expanded array of passive and active sen-
sors, allowing the operators to generate a three-dimensional map of 
surrounding terrain follow-up operations. Knight Errant has recently 
began to add these units to their Seeker teams in a successful bid to 
stop smugglers and other undesirables from entering restricted areas. 
The A70 has also consistently scored well during simulated terrorist 
events in several large North American cities.

Std. Upgrades/Accessories: Additional Fuel Tank, Clearsight 
Autosoft 1, Improved Sensor Array, Tracked Vehicle, 

a70 (Small DRonE)
hanDl aCCEl SPD PIloT BoDy aRm SEnS avaIl CoST

+1 5/20 40 4 2 1 5 14F 10,000¥

> An annoying little bugger to run into. They are normally programmed to squeal like 
mad if they catch someone without clearance in their patrol area. Knight Errant has 
been sending them out to some of the higher crime areas to keep an eye on things.

> Riser

> What stops a ganger from popping it and scavenging the nano-circuit boards 
for spare parts? I know I would do it given half a chance.

> Slamm-0!

> Well to start with, they usually have a couple of high-mileage LEBD-1s as top 
cover, and occasionally one of the TAN DEMs as an escort as well. Basically KE 
seems to be using them as bait for street thugs. It’s an effective method of 
population control.

> Riser

> I’m surprised Ares went with a ground-based sensor platform. I always figured 
they would do some kind of airborne system to keep the sensors from catching 
too much hostile attention.

> Clockwork

> Considering the last two seasons of Desert Wars have been absolute murder on 
flyers, a move to a crawler was probably to be expected. The Aztlan-Amazonia 
thing is also proving to be hard on flyers with the proliferation of cheap surface-
to-air options. That rainforest canopy isn’t proving to be as much a defense as 
some people thought it would be.

> Hard Exit

MilSpec Tech 2
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7Blood ScyThe

Blood ScyThe
The Blood Scythe is a new design Ares was pleased to purchase 

from an independent design facility. The drone lives up to its name 
with a fully traversable weapon mount and sophisticated targeting 
algorithms. Originally designed to meet the needs of counter-insur-
gency forces as a quick response asset, the Blood Scythe has managed 
to find a home in the inventory of numerous private security firms. 

Your Customer Relations Supervisor has a number of combat 
recordings taken by the Blood Scythe and accompanying units for your 
perusal to help ascertain the unit’s suitability for the client’s needs. As 
an optional feature, Ares Arms also has predesigned combat program-
ming available for those purchasers who desire additional contingency 
programming.

Std. Upgrades/Accessories: Ammo Bin, Targeting Autosoft 5, 
Tracked Vehicle, Weapon Mount (external, turret, remote)

BlooD SCyThE (mEDIum DRonE)
hanDl aCCEl SPD PIloT BoDy aRm SEnS avaIl CoST

+2 10/20 60 3 3 1 3 15F 18,000¥

> Holy shit! Have you seen the trid of this thing going off in Warsaw? They never 
saw it coming until the minigun started to spin up.

> Slamm-0!

> Why should they have thought a security drone was going to start a massacre? 
The drone killed twenty Polish citizens standing in line for food. According to 
witnesses, their only crime was to be in front of a Russian solder’s girlfriend.

> Sunshine

> I’m surprised it didn’t make a larger splash in the newsfeeds. It would have 
made big ratings across most of Europe.

> Aufheben

> Kind of hard to arrange that when the only known footage is owned by the 
Russians and the corporation making the drone.

> Sunshine

> Hey! Since when did Ares sell to Russia? They’re supposed to be the All-
American corp.

> Slamm-0!

> I’m just going to act like that was a joke.
> Stone
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